Agenda
20th BGPE Research Workshop

July 9 - 10, 2015

Venue: IBB Hotel Passau City Centre
Bahnhofstraße 24
94032 Passau
www.ibbhotelpassau.de/city-centre

July 9th, Thursday

by 15:00 Check In/Registration
15:00 – 15:05 Welcome and Short Introduction

Presentations’ time includes 10 minutes of general discussion.

15:05 – 15:40 Mark Westcott
(LMU Munich)
Shocking Racial Attitudes: The Cultural Legacy of Black GIs in Europe

15:40 – 16:15 Simon Reif
(University of Erlangen-Nürnberg)
Is it good to be too light? The consequences of birth weight thresholds in hospital reimbursement systems

16:15 – 16:50 Katrin Huber
(University of Passau, Applicant BGPE Doctoral Student)
Moving to an earnings-related parental leave system – do heterogeneous effects on parents make some children worse off?

16:50 – 17:10 Coffee break

17:10 – 17:45 Mafaïzath A. Fatoké-Dato
(University of Bamberg)
Impact of income shock on children’s schooling and labor in a West African country
17:45 – 18:20 Marcus Giamattei
(University of Passau)
Cold Turkey vs. Gradualism - Evidence on Disinflation Strategies from a Laboratory Experiment

18:20 – 18:55 Florian Unger
(LMU Munich)
Capital Market Imperfections and Trade Liberalization in General Equilibrium

19:00 – 20:00 Dinner

July 10th, Friday

08:30 – 09:05 Katharina Werner
(University of Passau)
The Origin of Cooperation – Experimental Evidence from the 2014 Soccer World Cup

09:05 – 09:40 Daniel Wissmann
(LMU Munich)
Wage Premiums and the Supply of Young Workers in Germany

09:40 – 10:15 Markus Nagler
(LMU Munich)
Antitrust, Patents, and Cumulative Innovation: How 'Ma Bell' gave birth to the Silicon Valley

10:15 – 10:40 Coffee break

10:40 – 11:15 Sijmen Duineveld
(University of Augsburg)
Adaptive Beliefs in RBC models

11:15 – 11:50 Christoph Weber
(University of Erlangen-Nürnberg)
Central Bank Transparency and Inflation – New Evidence

12:00 – 12:45 Lunch

12:45 – 15:00 For the BGPE Research Council: 24th Organizational Committee Meeting